Purpose: Video games provide a promising platform for rehabilitation of speech disorders. Although video games have been used to train speech perception in foreign language learners and have been proposed for aural rehabilitation, their use in speech therapy has been limited thus far. We present feasibility results from at-home use in a case series of children with velopharyngeal dysfunction (VPD) using an interactive video game that provided real-time biofeedback to facilitate appropriate nasalization.

Method: Five participants were recruited across a range of ages, VPD severities, and VPD etiologies. Participants completed multiple weeks of individual game play with a video game that provides feedback on nasalization measured via nasal accelerometry. Nasalization was assessed before and after training by using nasometry, aerodynamic measures, and expert perceptual judgments.

Results: Four participants used the game at home or school, with the remaining participant unwilling to have the nasal accelerometer secured to his nasal skin, perhaps due to his young age. The remaining participants showed a tendency toward decreased nasalization after training, particularly for the words explicitly trained in the video game.

Conclusion: Results suggest that video game–based systems may provide a useful rehabilitation platform for providing real-time feedback of speech nasalization in VPD.

This special issue contains selected papers from the March 2016 Conference on Motor Speech held in Newport Beach, CA.

Home rehabilitation programs have been proposed to increase therapy intensity (Novak, Cusick, & Lannin, 2009), particularly as high therapy intensity has been shown to improve treatment outcomes in a variety of speech disorders, including velopharyngeal dysfunction (VPD; Albery & Enderby, 1984). The interactive and engaging nature of video games provides a particularly effective platform for at-home rehabilitation. Thus, video games have been used to augment therapy and increase the dosage of treatment for a wide array of speech-language and hearing disorders purposes, including to train speech perception in foreign language learners (Lim & Holt, 2011), to give feedback about vowel content (Tan, Johnston, Balluff, Ferguson, & Ballard, 2014a, 2014b), and for aural rehabilitation (King, Davis, Lehman, & Ruddy, 2012; Lv, Esteve, Chirivella, & Gagliardo, 2015a, 2015b), and for aural rehabilitation (Cano, Peñénory, Collazos, Fardoun, & Alghazzawi, 2015; Loaiza et al., 2013; Navarro-Newball et al., 2014; Whitton, Hancock, & Polley, 2014). Here, we present results from a case series in children with resonance disorders who used a video game at home to facilitate increased appropriate nasalization.

VPD is a resonance disorder that can result from lack of appropriate closure and/or opening between the nasal and oral cavities, the velopharyngeal port, during speech tasks. VPD can be structural, neurological, or functional in origin. Regardless of etiology, VPD can result in hyper- and/or
Skin acceleration caused by sound and air traveling through the nasal passages. The Horii Oral-Nasal Coupling Index (HONC; Horii, 1980) quantifies nasalization as the ratio of nasal acceleration to total acoustic output captured by a microphone. This ratio correlates with perceived nasality in healthy adults (Laczi, Sussman, Statthopoulos, & Huber, 2005) and children with VPD (Laczi et al., 2005; Redenbaugh & Reich, 1985). Recent work has led to filtered HONC, in which the accelerometer and microphone signals are bandpass filtered, allowing for comparison of HONC values across participants and vowels (Thorp, Virnik, & Stepp, 2013; Varghese, Mendoza, Braden, & Stepp, 2014).

We have implemented an algorithmic estimation of nasalization via filtered HONC: feedback on the basis of these estimates has been shown to effect changes in nasalization in healthy speakers over two sessions (Heller Murray, Mendoza, Gill, Perkell, & Stepp, 2016). This same algorithm has been implemented into a video game format, which has been shown to be usable by children in the laboratory in one session (Cler, Voysey, & Stepp, 2015). In this study, we show feasibility of video game HONC feedback on the function of children with VPD with at-home or at-school use over many sessions.

Method
This study used a video game–based therapy format for children with VPD, which provided interactive feedback regarding speech nasalization measured via nasal accelerometry. Nasalization was assessed before and after multiple weeks of individual game play training (see Table 1). Measures included nasometry, auditory perception, and, for two participants, nasal airflow.

Participants
Five male pediatric participants, aged 4–15 years, were recruited for the study. Participants were referred by expert speech-language pathologists (SLPs) at Boston University’s Academic Speech, Language & Hearing Center, Boston Children’s Hospital, and The Learning Center for the Deaf. Participants were eligible if they had a diagnosis of VPD, with no known structural anomalies, and complied with the protocol.

Participant 1 (P1) was a 9-year-old male child who was postrepair of craniofacial anomalies and had VPD due to a hearing impairment. He completed training during his weekly speech therapy sessions. A 15-year-old male, Participant 2 (P2), exhibited VPD of unknown etiology and concurrent language and social impairments and completed video game training at home; he discontinued his participation before a full posttest assessment could be completed. Two 9-year-old male identical twins, Participants 3 and 4 (P3 and P4), also participated. P3 had VPD with no known etiology, and P4 had not completed a full assessment for VPD but was noted by parents to be hypernasal. P3 and P4 completed video game training at home. In addition, Participant 0 (P0), a 4-year-old male child diagnosed with VPD, was initially accepted for participation and completed.
Table 1. Participant characteristics, training, and assessments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Age and gender</th>
<th>Concurrent therapy</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Weeks of game play</th>
<th>Assessments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0 4M</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>VPD</td>
<td>0 sessions</td>
<td>Pretraining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 9M</td>
<td>SLP</td>
<td></td>
<td>Craniofacial anomalies</td>
<td>Seven sessions over 3 months, one session per week</td>
<td>Pretraining and partial posttraining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 15M</td>
<td>SLP for language</td>
<td>VPD and concurrent language and social impairments</td>
<td>20 sessions over 4 months, one to six sessions per week</td>
<td>Pretraining and posttraining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 9M</td>
<td>Social issues</td>
<td>VPD</td>
<td>80 sessions over 5 months, three to six sessions per week</td>
<td>Pretraining and posttraining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 9M</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>No diagnosis</td>
<td>53 sessions over 3 months, three to six sessions per week</td>
<td>Pretraining and posttraining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. P = participant; M = male; VPD = velopharyngeal dysfunction; SLP = speech-language pathologist.

Self-reported; unrelated to current study. Assessment included additional aerodynamic measures. Discontinued participation before full posttraining assessment could be collected.

During play ball.

a subset of the pretraining assessment protocol. However, his parents withdrew him from the study, citing he was unable to comply due to his age, and no further assessment or analysis was conducted. For each participant, a parent completed written consent in compliance with the Boston University Institutional Review Board. Participants aged 7–17 years completed verbal or written assent, as appropriate. Parents were compensated at $10/hr, and children were provided a small toy for each assessment session.

**Data Collection**

Participants completed pretraining and posttraining assessments of nasalance. As nasalization is difficult to assess, several complementary measures were collected: nasalance; expert auditory perception of hypernasality, hyponasality, and NAE; and a quantitative measure of NAE consisting of the nasal airflow during the hold periods of stops. Nasalance and speech acoustics were captured during two separate repetitions of the assessment materials. Assessment stimuli included the MacKay-Kummer SNAP-R Simplified Nasometric Assessment Procedures Test (SNAP test; MacKay & Kummer, 2005), with additional nasal and nonnasal consonant–vowel–consonants (CVCs). The SNAP test includes nasal and nonnasal stimuli, ranging from sustained sounds (/lɑ/, /l/, /m/), strings of consonant–vowel tokens (/papapapa/, /nininin/), short sentences (“Pick up the book.” “Take a teddy.”), and reading passages loaded with bilabial plosives (“Bobby and Billy play ball.”) and sibilant fricatives (“Suzy eats cereal or toast for breakfast.”). The SNAP test is normed on children, ranging in age from 3 to 9 years, with no apparent speech or language problems (MacKay & Kummer, 2005).

Additional stimuli consisted of 12 trained CVCs that were used as stimuli in the video game (man, bag, mean, head, nine, guide, nun, bug, mom, dog, noon, and dude) and 16 untrained CVCs that were not included in the video game (/mæm/, /bæb/, /næn/, /dæd/, /ʃæʃ/, /næʃ/, /dæd/, /mæm/, /ʃæʃ/, /næʃ/, /dæd/). During pretraining and posttraining assessments for P3 and P4, an additional measurement of nasal airflow was conducted to detect NAE during the hold periods of the stop consonants of CVCVCV strings (e.g., /papapapapa/).

**Speech Samples**

Speech acoustics were measured by using a standard headset microphone (WH20; Shure, Niles, IL) placed approximately 6–10 cm from the mouth at a 45° angle from the midline. Samples were recorded by using Audacity software (Audacity Team, 2014) and an external soundcard (either Native Instruments Komplete Audio 6 Interface, Native Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany, or UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid, MOTU Audio, Cambridge, MA) at 44100 Hz.

**Nasalance**

Nasalance was measured using a Nasometer II (model 6450; PENTAX Medical, Montvale, NJ). Elements of the SNAP test were produced, and nasalance was measured per utterance (e.g., /l/ “Pick up the pie”; MacKay & Kummer, 2005). Trained and untrained CVCs were evaluated with one nasalance value over the entire three repetitions of each word.

**Nasal Airflow During Hold Periods**

Nasalance was measured by using a Phonatory Aerodynamic System (model 6600; PENTAX Medical, Montvale, NJ). Recordings were obtained for utterance strings with stop consonants /p/, /l/, and /k/ and low and high vowels (e.g., /papapapapa/, /kikikikiki/). When recording, the bottom of the mask was placed on the participant’s philtrum, so only airflow from the nose was captured. The airflow was captured at 200 Hz and the microphone embedded in the Phonatory Aerodynamic System captured audio at 22050 Hz. The microphone signal was viewed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014) as a waveform and as a spectrogram to identify the burst of each stop consonant. The airflow for each CV was then calculated in liters per second over the hold period of the consonant (i.e., starting...
at the end of voicing of the previous vowel and ending at the burst of the consonant) to capture any NAE.

Auditory Perceptual Analysis

Perceptual ratings of hypernasality, hyponasality, and NAE were collected through an online survey. Two certified SLPs specializing in resonance disorders were recruited for the perceptual study. The two raters completed written consent in compliance with the Boston University Institutional Review Board. They received the perceptual survey via a confidential e-mail link and completed the study remotely by using their personal computers and headphones.

Speech samples were obtained from microphone signals recorded during the participants’ pre- and posttraining assessments for the three participants who fully completed both assessments. There were a total of 12 samples, with each sample containing a sequence of nasal and nonnasal CVCs (three participants × pre/post × trained/untrained CVCs). The untrained CVCs (/mɑm/, /bɑb/, /nɑn/, /dɑd/, /mæm/, /bæb/, /næn/, /dæd/, /min/, /bɪb/, /nɪn/, /dɪd/, /mʊm/, /bʊb/, /nʊn/, /dʊd/) were presented as spoken (i.e., /mɑm mɑm mɑ/, /bɑb bɑb bɑ/, /nɑn nɑn nɑn/). The trained CVCs were presented similarly, with three repetitions in a row of alternating nasal and nonnasal CVCs (/mɑm mɑm mɑm, bɑb bɑb bɑb, nɑn nɑn nɑn). Sequences were the same for each child and always alternated a sequence of three nasal word repetitions with three nonnasal word repetitions. Full sets were presented for listeners in order for them to hear the differentiation between nasals and nonnasals that each child produced.

The speech samples were presented to raters via an online survey (SurveyGizmo 2016, Boulder, CO). The survey was made up of three modules, each consisting of the same set of 12 speech samples in randomized order, with three samples repeated to measure intrarater reliability. Raters were instructed to rate one percept per module (hyponasality, hypernasality, and NAE) and were instructed to disregard any other speech or resonance abnormalities in the samples. Raters used a Likert scale for each sample (1 = normal speech, 5 = severe deviation/occurring always or close to always). Intra- and interrater reliability were measured via Spearman correlation. Perceptual raters showed intrarater reliabilities of $\rho = .60$ and $\rho = .66$, with an interrater reliability of $\rho = .37$.

Video Game Training

Hardware

During game play, acoustic signals were recorded with a WH20 XLR microphone (Shure Incorporated, Niles, IL), and nasal skin vibration was recorded with a Hot Spot accelerometer (K&K Sound, Coos Bay, OR) attached to the nasal skin with double-sided tape (see top of Figure 1). Both signals were preamplified and digitized via a USB Dual Pre external sound card (ART ProAudio, Niagara Falls, NY) at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz using custom C# code.

Game Play

Users were prompted to repeat nasal and nonnasal stimuli. Filtered HONC scores were automatically calculated over the center vowel of each word (see full details in Cler et al., 2015). In brief, the signals are filtered, the root-mean-square of the accelerometer signal is divided by the root-mean-square of the total acoustic output signal, and this score is then normalized by the same ratio calculated over an /m/. During an initial no-feedback stage, these scores were used to set nasal and nonnasal targets, so the user produced speech within the nasal and nonnasal targets 70% of the time by using their typical speech (Cler et al., 2015; Macmillan & Creelman, 1991); this percentage ensures that participants continue to be challenged while providing enough success that there was minimal frustration. Subsequent feedback stages prompted participants to increase their nasalization on nasal stimuli and decrease their nasalization on nonnasal stimuli (see bottom of Figure 1 and Supplemental Material S1). The no-feedback stage was required once per session; thus, targets were recalculated.
each day. Players were instructed to complete as many iterations of the feedback stage as they wished.

Users play the game as a ninja fighting evil robots by using just their speech. Game play for feedback and no-feedback stages are identical: a robot appears, and the user is prompted to repeat one of the stimuli CVCs (e.g., *mom*, *nun*, *bag*, *bead*) three times (see bottom of Figure 1 and Supplemental Material S1). During the feedback stages, smiley or frowny faces appear after each repetition to indicate whether the production was within the target nasalization range. After the three repetitions, the ninja performed one action (jumped, ducked, swung a sword, threw a fireball, or said “ouch”). During the feedback stage, the action was related to how many of the three productions were within the target nasalization region. During the no-feedback stage, one of the positive actions was chosen pseudorandomly to be displayed.

**Player and Guardian Instruction**

Participants played the video game under researcher supervision in the laboratory after their pretest assessment. During this time, guardians (SLP for P1 and parents of P2, P3, and P4) and children were instructed in how to set up the equipment (laboratory-provided laptop, sound card, microphone, and accelerometer) and how to properly position the microphone and accelerometer. Guardians and children were given an instructional booklet with setup instructions and common troubleshooting steps. Participants were instructed to call or e-mail the laboratory whenever needed. One participant called for setup assistance in the first few weeks related to computer settings; the rest did not need further assistance. P1 agreed to play the game once per week under his SLP’s instruction. The remaining participants agreed to play the game three to five times per week and were instructed that the more they could practice, the better.

**Results**

Four of the five participants used the video game outside of the laboratory. Compliance, age, and VPD etiology were variable among the participants (see Table 1), and results for those four participants are thus reported individually. Results are reported in terms of overall compliance, changes in varied nasalization measures after training, and parent and child feedback.

**Out-of-Laboratory Compliance**

P1 used the game under the supervision of his SLP at school once per week over 3 months. He completed seven sessions, with 120 total productions with automated feedback (see Figure 2A). P2 used the game at home over 4 months, zero to six times a week, with variable compliance (see Figure 2B), with a total of 20 sessions and 1,080 productions with feedback. P3 used the game at home over 5 months, three to six times a week for a total of 80 sessions and 5,370 total productions (see Figure 2C). P4, the identical twin of P3, used the game at home over 3 months, three to six times a week, for a total of 53 sessions and 3,900 productions with feedback (see Figure 2D).

**Changes in Nasalization Measures After Training**

Due to the nature of this feasibility study, especially given the range of participants’ ages, VPD etiology, severity,
and sessions with the game, no statistical tests were completed, and the participants’ results are reported individually.

**Results for P1**

*Nasalance.* During the pretraining assessment, P1’s nasalance was above normal limits on many nonnasal tasks but within normal ranges for all nasal tasks. Figure 3, Panel P1-A shows that P1’s nasalance on a subset of the nonnasal, untrained tasks decreased after training, often to within normal ranges. Figure 3, Panel P1-B shows reduced nasalance for both nasal and nonnasal trained CVCs in this participant.

*Perceptual ratings.* Change in perceptual ratings before and after training (see Figure 3, Panel P1-D) were not as consistent as the nasalance results. The mean perceptual rating for hypernasality on the trained CVCs remained constant at a 2.5 (between slight deviations/single occurrences and mild deviations/some occurrences) but decreased on untrained CVCs from a mean rating of 1.5 to 1 (normal speech). Although P1’s results on the nasal portions of the SNAP test remained within normal ranges, perceptual ratings of hyponasality increased for trained CVCs (1.5 to 3) and remained constant (2.5) on untrained CVCs. P1 was not perceived as having NAE before or after training.

**Results for P2**

*Nasalance.* P2 was above normal limits on all of the nonnasal tasks of the SNAP test (+5–14 SDs) and was within normal limits on all nasal tasks (i.e., not hyponasal) during the pretraining assessment. P2 showed mixed results on the nonnasal untrained tasks (see Figure 3, Panel P2-A). Figure 3, Panel P2-B shows nasalance modulated in the correct directions for both the nasal and nonnasal trained CVCs. Although this participant completed the pretraining assessment and some video game training, he chose to discontinue his participation; thus, a full posttraining assessment was not completed. Therefore, no additional measures were collected or reported.

**Results for P3**

*Nasalance.* P3 was above clinical norms on all of the nonnasal tasks of the SNAP test (+5–13 SDs) during the pretraining assessment and was not hyponasal on any nasal tasks. After training, P3 showed decreased nasalance on nonnasal, untrained tasks (see Figure 3, Panel P3-A), as well as nasalance modulated in the correct directions on the trained nasal and nonnasal trained CVCs (see Figure 3, Panel P3-B).

*Nasal airflow.* Nasal airflow was also measured before and after training (see Figure 3, Panel P3-C). Before training, P3 had a mean nasal airflow during hold periods of 0.092 L/s; individuals with moderate NAE have nasal airflow of 0.02 L/s or greater (Dotevall, Lohmander-Agerskov, Ejnell, & Bake, 2002). After training, the nasal airflow of P3 was reduced to 0.0016 L/s.

*Perceptual ratings.* Results shown in Figure 3, Panel P3-D for perceived hypernasality on trained CVCs reduced slightly from 2 to 1.5, while untrained CVC ratings remained at a constant level of 3. Perceived hyponasality remained low for both untrained (consistent at 1) and trained (1 to 1.5) CVCs. Perceived NAE was reduced in this participant in both trained (4 to 1) and untrained (3.5 to 1.5) CVCs.

**Results for P4**

*Nasalance.* P4, the identical twin of P3, was hypernasal on 85% of the nonnasal tasks (+1–12 SDs). After training, P4 showed reduced nasalance on some but not all of the untrained nonnasal tasks (see Figure 3, Panel P4-A) and showed appropriately reduced nasalance on the explicitly trained nonnasal CVCs (see Figure 3, Panel P4-B).

*Nasal airflow.* The nasal airflow of P4 decreased posttraining from 0.020 L/s to 0.0021 L/s (see Figure 3, Panel P4-C), consistent with a change from moderate NAE (airflow ≥ 0.02 L/s; Dotevall et al., 2002) to typical ranges.

*Perceptual ratings.* Perceptual ratings (see Figure 3, Panel P4-D) of hypernasality on trained CVCs decreased (3 to 1) but remained consistent for untrained CVCs (2). Perceived NAE decreased from 1.5 to 1 on trained CVCs.

**Child and Guardian Feedback**

Overall, the technology and game were well received by the participants and their guardians. Feedback was solicited during in-laboratory check-ins and via written logs from P3 and P4. The parent of the 4-year-old P0 suggested that she found the game rudimentary due to the graphics and hardware needed and requested that we recontact her when the game was in its final implementation. Many parents and others questioned the need for the external hardware and microphones and have suggested that the game be modified to use just one microphone or be accessible on mobile. Two microphones are necessary, unfortunately, as the acoustic cues of nasalization are subtle and thus measuring with one microphone is unreliable at best. Many of the children noted that the nasal accelerometer was sometimes uncomfortable or annoying, so developments in this area would be beneficial. Despite the hardware requirements, P2 said, “It was easier to set up than I thought.”

Compliance issues differed across age groups. P0 (4 years old) could not continue due to being unwilling to wear the nasal accelerometer. P2 (15 years old) discontinued his participation before expected and stated that the game was geared too much to kids and took up too much time; therefore, he did not wish to play anymore. Although noted by caregivers, SLPs, and our nasalance assessments to be extremely hypernasal, P2 did not notice issues with his speech and was uninterested in working on it further. He asked during one session whether he would always need to think so hard about making his speech sound right or if it would become automatic, suggesting that he found the task difficult.

The participants were all inquisitive children interested in learning how to push the bounds of the game. P3 reported that he discovered that he could make the game easier by turning the knobs on the soundcard to decrease the
Figure 3. Pre- and postchanges in different measures of nasalization for all participants. Each row shows results for one participant. Column A shows nasalance of untrained MacKay-Kummer SNAP-R Simplified Nasometric Assessment Procedures Test components (sustained /a/ in circles, average of nasalance over sequences of /pɑpopopopopa/, /tɔtɔtɔtɔtɔtɔ/, /kɔkɔkɔkɔkɔkɔ/, /sɔsɔsɔsɔsɔsɔ/, and /ʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑʃɑ/ in squares, and the average over 12 sentences loaded with nonnasals in triangles) before and after training; error bars are standard error of the mean (SEM). Brackets in the lower left of each plot show norm ranges for each task. Column B shows nasalance of the consonant–vowel–consonants (CVCs) trained in the game, before and after training; feedback was given to increase nasalization of nasal tokens (red circles) and decrease nasalization of nonnasal tokens (blue squares). Means are the average nasalance over the six different CVCs, and error bars are SEM. Column C shows mean nasal airflow during hold periods of stop consonants before and after training; error bars are standard deviation. Column D shows average perceptual ratings (over two raters) of trained and untrained speech samples. Hypernasality ratings are in orange, hyponasality ratings in blue, and nasal air emission ratings in grey; ratings of trained CVCs are in solid lines on the left and untrained in dashed lines on the right. P1 = Participant 1; P2 = Participant 2; P3 = Participant 3; P4 = Participant 4.
signal amplitude of the nasal accelerometer (thus automatically lowering the HONC score) and needed a reminder not to change the settings on the soundcard once the game was calibrated. P1 was inclined to shout words, which can modulate the HONC score if the signal begins clipping. P4 reported after several weeks of practice that he preferred to attach the accelerometer to his nasal skin upside down. He also noticed that the game does not catch if the player remains silent instead of attempting the word. Many of these issues can be resolved with modifications to the software or increased training for the guardian or supervisor.

The final category of feedback from the children related to the game play itself. As noted previously, the game play remains the same throughout all sessions. P3 diplomatically suggested that we “should make levels because it might be boring.” P3 and P4 both noted that they had trouble focusing for the entire session; this would also likely be improved with more engaging game play.

### Discussion

Participants completed seven to 80 total sessions of game play, with feedback on 120–5,370 repetitions of nasal and nonnasal CVCs. After training, participants showed a tendency toward decreased nasalization on nonnasal trained and untrained tasks of the SNAP test, with the exception of P2 whose nasalance for untrained tasks did not decrease. The perceptual ratings obtained for P1, P3, and P4 also indicated decreased levels of hypernasality on trained items. Although participants were not explicitly trained to modulate NAE, two participants who were rated as having NAE (P3 and P4) demonstrated decreased NAE ratings, along with decreased nasal airflow during hold periods following training. These results suggest that video game rehabilitation of speech nasalization is a promising avenue for further development.

Evaluation of the efficacy of the video game rehabilitation platform presented should include individuals with a wider range of impairments. With current avenues of recruitment, our participants were primarily individuals with severe VPD with unknown etiology, although one user had VPD due to hearing impairment. Before enrolling in the study, participants were screened by expert VPD teams, but it is possible that some of them had latent structural or neurological issues, preventing them from achieving full velopharyngeal closure. Additional evaluation in a larger cohort of participants should include individuals with mild VPD across etiologies, of varying ages, with and without hearing impairments. Individuals with hearing impairment or repaired cleft palate seem likelier to respond to this type of biofeedback, which presents an alternate modality of feedback (i.e., visual instead of auditory), because the cause of their VPD is known and is due to mislearning rather than a structural or neurological issue. In addition, future evaluation of efficacy should implement a consistent schedule of training and assessment, including probes and retention assessments.

Future game development will include higher quality graphics, multiple game play levels, and user-initiated trials to provide a more immersive and age-appropriate gaming experience for older children and optimize motivation for game play. In addition, some of the effects mentioned previously (e.g., shouting, changing the gain) could be managed with changes to the software and game play. In a similar way, the game play could be modified so that instead of calibrating the nasalization targets during an initial session with random positive feedback, targets could be continuously reset. This would also account for small changes over time due to any microphone positional changes and continue to challenge the player to improve. These changes are vital to increase player engagement and motivation, as the goal of this research is to facilitate the frequent practice that is essential to motor learning (Robbins et al., 2008) and thus to improve nasalance. This type of biofeedback-based video game provides an excellent venue to promote such practice, both because video games may facilitate neural plasticity following perceptual learning (Bao, Chan, & Merzenich, 2001; Koepp et al., 1998) and because Providing a form of feedback that does not require a trained listener’s real-time perception gives players a higher dosage of practice and feedback than is typically available outside of speech therapy. The inexpensive instrumentation used here (<$150 vs. $3,000 for a Nasometer II) also facilitates the use of this video game to supplement traditional therapy. We do not intend this to supplant traditional therapy but to be used in concert or perhaps between semesters to keep the client’s attention on their nasalization. Further research is needed to optimize the game, participant characteristics, dosage, and other therapy constraints for maximal benefit.

In addition, the video game platform presented here was designed to be modular. That is, the speech-processing algorithms, stimuli, and graphics engine are all separate. This enables the game to be modified to address a variety of rehabilitation issues. For example, the speech-processing algorithm could be replaced with a quantitative measure of NAE, as in Cler et al. (2016), to give players feedback to reduce their NAE severity. In a similar way, any speech feature that can be reliably measured with microphones and a signal-processing algorithm could be elicited and used to generate appropriate biofeedback for players.

### Conclusion

This technical report presents the evaluation of a video game that provides real-time feedback of speech nasalization via nasal accelerometer. Five participants with a range of ages and VPD severity and etiology were recruited. One participant was unable to complete video game training due to failure to tolerate the nasal accelerometer, likely due to his young age. The remaining participants completed multiple weeks of game play. Participants showed a tendency toward decreased nasalization following training, particularly for words that were explicitly trained. On the basis of findings from this case series, the video game platform is promising for providing real-time feedback of speech nasalization for the rehabilitation of VPD.
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